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WARRANTYIdeal for smaller storage needs, DBCI’s new and improved metal swing 

doors are thirty percent heavier and feature the appropriate number of 

hinges needed to support the weight of the door and prevent buckling 

and misalignment. This new design helps prevent security issues and 

ensures durability across the product lifecycle.  

Pre-assembled for quick and easy installation, DBCI swing doors are 

available in matching or accenting colors to complement the existing 

roll-up doors in your facility.
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SWING DOORS
CORRUGATED DOOR DETAIL FLUSH DOOR DETAIL

FLUSH
 FEATURES
   ∙   Seamless flush design
 ∙   Hat-style stiffeners
  ∙   Three 90-degree zinc hinges
  ∙   May be ordered with optional louvers to                                                

allow for air circulation
  ∙   Interior use only;  ADA-compliant

 GAUGES
  ∙    20-gauge flat sheet for door face

 COLOR OPTIONS* 

   ∙  Available in 24 colors*
 ∙  Siliconized Polyester WeatherXL paint  
   over prime coat
* Color options subject to availability and 

varying lead times. 

CORRUGATED
 FEATURES
   ∙   Corrugated profile
 ∙   Three 90-degree zinc hinges
  ∙   Stainless steel or Apex latch for security
 ∙   Interior use only;  ADA-compliant
  ∙   Three 90-degree zinc hinges
  ∙   Pre-punched for latch
  ∙   Frame and Securawall hall partition fills     

 a 5'-wide unit

 GAUGES
  ∙  26-gauge door
 ∙  20-gauge Galvalume® X-bracing
 ∙  20-gauge hemmed stiles

COLOR OPTIONS*
  ∙  Available in 24 colors*
  ∙  Siliconized Polyester WeatherXL paint  
   over prime coat
* Color options subject to availability and 

varying lead times. 

 MEASUREMENTS
  ∙  Width: 2’6” min.; 3’6” max.
  ∙  Height: 2’ min.; 7’4” max.

 MEASUREMENTS
  ∙  Width: 1’8” min.; 3’2” max.
  ∙  Height: 20.75” min.; 7’4” max.

LOCKER UNITS
 FEATURES
  ∙    1' locker floor in 20-gauge Galvalume 6" 

planks
  ∙   #8 x ½” self-drilling fasteners
  ∙   Interior use only
  ∙   For more information on locker doors,   

 contact you sales representative.

 GAUGES
  ∙    26-gauge corrugated doors
 ∙   20-gauge Galvalume® support angles

 COLOR OPTIONS* 

   ∙  Available in 24 colors*
 ∙  Siliconized Polyester WeatherXL paint  
   over prime coat

 MEASUREMENTS
  ∙  For smaller 5'x5' units in both double and         
   triple stack configurations

* Color options subject to availability and 
varying lead times. 


